LITERACY

MATHS

SCIENCE

We will begin our topic with Science fiction writing using our
model text ‘War of the Worlds’. We will learn that Science
fiction is a fiction based on imagined future scientific or
technological advances and major social or environmental
changes, frequently portraying space or time travel and life on
other planets.

Maths will continue to comprise of CLIC and Core Maths. In CLIC we will
focus on reading, ordering and placing numbers with 2 and 3 decimal
places on a number line, multiplying whole numbers and decimals by
100 and 1000 and adding /subtracting larger numbers (5/6 digits) using
formal written methods. We will also be using skills such as rounding
and estimating to mentally add several amounts of numbers.

Using the Talk 4 Writing approach, this will include reading a
variety of Sci-fi texts, undertaking comprehension work and
identifying success criteria. Using this knowledge, the children
will then progress to writing their own version of ‘War of the
Worlds’ using a different setting/ Martian.

Learn Its will be uploaded to the class page weekly and it is vital that the
children learn these and record in their homework books. With Mental
Maths, children should aim to develop instant (very fast – no fingers)
recall.

In SPAG, we will be looking at commas, apostrophes for
contraction and possession, brackets, the passive voice and the
use of imagery for description. Spellings (that will be sent home
weekly) will include patterns and key words.

Computing

PE
This term’s PE will be cricket. In this, we will be focusing on the
different throws (rolling, overarm & underarm), fielding and
batting the ball with control and accuracy.
The children will then put these skills into action by taking part
in lesson matches.

IN RE, we will be looking at the
Easter story and Pentecost.

We will begin by identifying and describing the
planets in the solar system (and making our
own version of this!) before focusing on the
movement of the earth and the moon.

Our prayer this term is the
Memorare. We would encourage
you to pray this with your child as
often as possible. You can find this
prayer on our class webpage.

Core Maths will include multiplying fractions by whole numbers, using
short multiplication for 3 & 4-digit numbers by 1 digit and long
multiplication for 2 & 3-digit numbers multiplied by teens numbers. We
will then move on to rounding, comparing and writing decimal numbers
and understanding negative numbers (in the context of temperature).
Towards the end of term, we will be looking at translation and reflection
of simple shapes and reading and marking coordinates.

PSHCE
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Computing will look at developing the children’s skills in
designing, writing and debugging programs that accomplish
specific goals.
Linking with our topic of ‘Tomorrow’s World’, the children will
be using the program Scratch 2 to create their own ‘recycling
robot’ to clean up litter.

RE

In Science we will be focusing on Earth and
Space.

TOPIC – Tomorrow’s World
In our Topic learning we will be having a serious look at our planet and how human activity will affect its future. We will
look at the negative affect of plastic in our oceans (inspired by Blue Planet 2) and how we can help. We will be focusing on
recycling and how this can help our planet’s future.

PSHCE will provide an opportunity
for the children to learn about and
discuss moral and cultural issues
and respecting differences.

MUSIC
Music will be delivered by Mrs. Asbury and lessons will begin with
bucket drumming in order to explore tempo, followed by reading
rhythmic notation and playing the recorder.

Art and D&T
In DT we will look at how recycled items can be re-used to make new products. We
will then plan, design, create and evaluate our own functional items made from
recycled materials.
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THE YEAR 5 TEAM
Class: 5
Teacher: Miss Roberts
PPA: Mrs Houghton (Tuesday Morning)
Teaching Assistant: Miss Kujawa and Mrs McAdden-Evans.
PE DAYS

HOMEWORK

PE days are Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.
Please remember that you need your kit in school every day. Kit
includes navy jogging bottoms/shorts, white T-shirt, navy jumper,
white trainers and spare socks.

Homework is sent home Monday and should be handed in on Friday. Please ensure that your child
completes his/her work to the highest of standards both in terms of content and presentation. In
addition, we would kindly ask you to encourage your child to get in the habit of re-reading his/her
work and editing for missing words, spelling and punctuation.

Please note that hair below the shoulders must be tied back and
earrings must be removed or covered with tape. Teachers cannot
remove earrings and cannot be held responsible for any jewellery
that might go missing.

If a child has not completed his/her homework, a letter must be sent to the class teacher giving the
reason. The teacher will arrange a time for the work to be completed – probably at break or
lunchtime.
Learn Its, spellings and reading must also be completed daily.
Learn Its and spellings will be tested on a Friday.
Children should be able to recall answers to Learn Its in any order and immediately.
It Is vital that spellings are practised at home daily – both as single words (in order and out of
order) and in sentences (writing the whole sentence). Please do make sure that your child
understands the meaning of each word and how to use it in a sentence.
Please do record reading in your child’s Reading Record book.
NOTES

Information about events will be sent out via newsletter.
Please visit the Year 5 class page on the St Anne’s website for weekly updates.

